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MICROSOFT TEAMS
GOVERNANCE
Emerging better practices for a changing workplace
An IBRS presentation

Objectives
1. Why the need for Microsoft Teams
governance?
2. How to quickly determine your governance
policies and practices
A framework for emerging better practices for
Microsoft Teams governance

Teams Collaboration is Disruptive
New Business Risks
• Flattens organisational hierarchy
• Changing concepts of performance by making
activities visible
• Offers borderless working
• Information storage decentralised
• Information lifecycle changes
Requires new approach to information
leakage, protection & access control

Areas for Consideration

Teams:

Channels

Private Chat

Apps

• Top-level grouping
of activities and
information
access. “Working
Groups.” 500k,
5000 members,
staff can be part
of 2k Teams.

• Collections of
conversations and
information (in
SharePoint). 200
channels per Team
and 30 private
channels.

• Communications
to anyone,
including outside
of a Team.

• Third-party apps
can be added to
Teams via premade
integrations.
Admins can limit
the apps available
in the enterprise
catalogue

Architecture Considerations
Where’s Your Information?
Service

Storage

Compliance?

Messages

Azure Table (CosmosDB)

Exchange for Compliance

Images

Azure Media Service (blob)

Exchange for Compliance

Files: Teams

SharePoint

Files: Chat

OneDrive for Business

Recordings

Azure Media Service (blob)

Voicemail

Individual Exchange Mailbox

Events

Individual Exchange Mailbox

Contacts

Exchange

Telemetry

MS Data Warehouse

Microsoft Teams Governance

BETTER PRACTICES

Provisioning Teams
• Principle

– Teams match the work to be done

• Questions
–
–
–
–

Who can setup a Team?
How are Teams structured / templated?
Who will act as Team ‘owners’ vs ‘members’?
Will the organisation use Teams Templates?

• Better practice

– Larger organisations: automate creation of Teams based on staff
requests & workflow tools
– Reduce number of Team owners through automation or 3rd
party tools. Consider treating owners as admin roles.
– Small organisations with digital maturity: staff take control

Teams Lifecycles
• Principle

– Teams last only as long as the work

• Questions

– How will the organisation define Teams that are
continuous vs temporary?
– Who defines Teams lifecycles?
– What happens when a Team comes to end of life?

• Better practice

– Automate the alerts for Teams lifecycle
– Consider using Teams retention expiry policy to remove
unused Teams
– Ensure archival policies are applied to Teams lifecycle

Archival
• Principle
– Adopt existing archive compliance

• Questions
– What information native to Teams is to be archived?
– What information outside of Teams is to be archived?
– What information is already being archived, and how
does Teams impact this process?

• Better practice
– Review existing archival approaches
– Consider third-party tools: e.g. Veeam, AvePoint

Access Control
• Principle

– Need to know

• Questions
–
–
–
–

What is the need for walled gardens (e.g. ethics)
Who can grant access to a Team?
What guardrails / tracking is needed for granting access?
Can external parties (guests) be given access? If so, who can grant
guest access?

• Better practice

– If DLP is not implemented, disable guest access
– Limit the granting access rights
– Implement Microsoft’s built-in security capabilities, and review
frequently
– Share links to documents (held in EDRMS) rather than doc itself
– Link access to IDM lifecycle

Team Member Lifecycle
• Principle

– Remove immediately, but retain context

• Questions

– How will people be added to and
removed from Teams?

• Who decides?
• When is membership reviewed?
• What information must be retained after a
member is removed?

• Better practice

– Leverage IDM for member management
– Automate archival of member
information prior to removal

Note: When a
member is removed,
all personal chat
becomes invisible or
deleted. Other
messages marked as
‘unknown’ author.
Before removing
members, do you
need to archive?

Organising Teams
• Principle

– Adhere to strict Team naming conventions

• Questions

– How will Teams be named so they can be locally
identified?
– How will naming conventions be enforced?
– What exceptions can exist to naming convention?

• Better practice

– Build team naming codes into automated Teams
provisioning
– Ensure naming codes are clear to all staff: prefixsuffix naming policies.
– Watch for changes in Teams that may address this
shortfall in the future & plan to implement when
available.

Note: Teams has
limited metadata,
with only name and
description of Team.
This makes unified
governance with
policy checking &
enforcement
difficult.

Information Protection
• Principle

– Everything is encrypted

• Questions

– How are documents categorised in terms of risk?
– What processes / technical guardrails are needed
for each level of risk?
– What architectural approach is used to secure
information: MS DLP, 3rd party DLP, EDRMS, etc.

• Better practice

– Assume that information will leak
– Adopt a DLP approach to minimise leakage and,
more importantly, minimise the impact of leakage
– Explore Microsoft’s approaches to information
protections…but understand it comes with
licensing uplifts

Note: Microsoft’s
new DLP solution is
included in E3
licenses for most of
O365, but Teams
DLP requires and E5
license.
Microsoft’s
Information
Protection solution
requires E3 license,
but E5 for full
automation feature.

What’s Next?
The papers listed here provide
insights into Teams governance
and the impact of deep
collaboration more broadly.

•

In addition, Dr. Sweeney is
available to discuss your specific
environment challenges and
provide in-context advice. To
book a complimentary 30min
advisory session, click here.

•

Dr. Joseph Sweeney
Advisor, The Future of Work
IBRS
jsweeney@ibrs.com.au
LinkedIn
Book Advisory Session.
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IBRS VENDORiQ: General availability of
Microsoft Endpoint Data Loss Prevention
Teams governance: Five essentials
Workforce transformation Part 7: Governance
is now essential for your collaboration platform
IBRS VENDORiQ: CommsChoice becomes
Australia's first vendor of Contact Centre for
Microsoft Teams Direct Routing
Workforce transformation Part 1: Disrupting
the very idea of paper is an important first step
Snapshot: What is deep collaboration?
Planning your next generation Office Suite?
Consider Records Management
Real-Time Co-Authoring Part 1
Real-Time Co-Authoring Part 2
SNAPSHOT: Workforce Transformation beyond
Mobility and Digital Workspaces

